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Hello, members and other readers, 

A late welcome to this new year, which has had a better 
beginning for most of us than did 2011, although many are still 
waiting for homes to be renewed, and their lives to return to some 
sort of normality. Western Queensland is suffering once again, you 
wonder just how much they can take, and by comparison we have little 
really to grumble about. Since Geoff and I did our Western trip in 2009, for me to 
revisit my Charleville birthplace on my 70th birthday, I can now relate to all the 
towns which are being continually flooded. We've had it a bit wet on the coast, 
and here at Moore, the Council has finally arrived and spent the past 3-4 weeks on 
roads damaged a year ago. It has been an annoying distraction, plus the doubts that 
some of the work isn't quite what it should be - we are waiting for the next decent 
downfall to see if the runoff goes in the right directions, not through our yards. 
I hope you haven't got webbed feet, however, or gone mouldy, as it is time for us 
to get back into action. For me, I can't believe just how quickly the months have 
flown, and that the last (very brief) newsletter was back in July last year. Well, 
you are warned that this will be a big issue (some Study Groups go bigger), as there 
is a lot to go into it. I'll start with our forthcoming activities programme. 

In the December 2011 Bulletin, I didn't include all details of our February outing, 

R 
as a few points had to be confirmed. I dial suggest that anyone needing information 
could call me, but so far, no queries. Is this due to lack of interest, or just the 
Christmas season? As I am now running rather late with this issue, I do hope some of 
you will be able to attend what is basically going to be "A Garden Creation". So, on 
Sunday 26th February we will visit Richard & Carole Green at 18 The Crescent, Toorbul, 
where we will help them create and plant a mainly Wallum garden. They will have the 
garden prepared, and plants ready to place in it, after we start the morning with a 
cuppa between 9 and 9.30a.m. Any donations of small Wallum-type plants will be gladly 
accepted, bring your own morning tea and lunch (hot water for cuppas supplied), and 
be prepared to enjoy cooling sea breezes off Pumicestone Passage nearby. Maybe even 
bring your togs, you might find somewhere for a swim on the way home. For directions 
see the map included in the newsletter, the "18" can be seen on "The Crescent". To 
reach Toorbul, take the Bruce Highway north past the Caboolture/Bribie Island turnoff, 
and watch for the Toorbul/Donnybrook turnoff on the left into Pumicestone Road. Just 
follow that road to the T-Junction at Toorbul, and turn left. Don't be put off if it 
rains, unless it is torrential, as I'm sure we could spend a few hours chatting. 

Sunday 18th March was going to be our Annual Bribie Island Day, but our Community 
Nursery host and walk guide, John Ward and wife Anne will be cruising the Danube - 
I hope it has thawed out by then. Instead, we will still go to the Island, with Don 
Perrin suggesting that we meet at the Bribie Island Arts Centre, and walk through the 
Bicentennial Gardens and across to what we know as the "Haul Roadvt. Whether there 
will be too much water underfoot to do that, we'll see when we get there. So we will 



meet in the Gardens carpark for morning tea between 9 & 9.30a.m., and look 
at the situation. I'll have a couple of alternatives "up my sleeve" if 
you don't relish the thought of paddling in that lovely brown teatree 
water - I did it all the time as a kid on the Island. Bring lunch as 
well as your morning tea, and we'll probably find somewhere along 
Banksia Beach to have our lunch. 

The Redcliffe Botanic Gardens, bounded by George, Trilby and Henkell 
Streets is the destination for our Sunday 22nd April outing, at the 
request of Don Perrin, Study Group member, and the person without 

&ID& fddolia whom these Gardens would never have existed. I called this project 
"Another Man's Dream" after a lady wrote a book entitled "One Man's 

Dream" about the late David Gordon's MyalXPark-Botahtc Garden near Glenmorgan. It 
takes a lot to have a dream come true, and when it is about a Garden featuring some 
special Australian native plants, it doesn't happen quickly. The Redcliffe Botanic 
Gardens have a history going back before the first plants went in around 1987188, but 
there isn't space here to tell it, it really needs a book, too. I hope we have a good 
attendance on this visit, as the invasion of bats around 3 years ago wasn't part of the 
original plan, and they and the ibises have done a lot of damage. 1'11 leave it to Don 
to talk to you on the day, so come, park near the George Street entrance or in the 
Henzell Street carpark. Bring morning tea for a 9 - 9.30a.m. get-together followed 
by a look at the Gardens, especially the Wallum plantings, and bring some lunch to have 
somewhere, by popular choice. 

Sunday 20th May will have us meet at the park at the northern end of Landsborough, where 
the Steve Irwin Way and Caloundra Street come together. Usual meeting time of 9.00a.m. 
for morning t e a  a t  t h e  park, befere we are taken by Jehn Birbeck to an area recently 
purchased by the Sunshine Coast Regional Council, east of Landsborough and north of 
Australia Zoo. John's work within the Council,-and the pre-amalgamation Caloundra 
City Council, is to assess the environmental value of land the Council plans to acquire 
by way of the Environment Levy, and proposed developments. He is a quiet person, but 
is dedicated to the conservation and care of our natural environment. Before his time 
at Caloundra he was with the former Ipswich City Council where he was involved with 
the development of the Denmark Hill Environment (now Conservation) Park back in the 
1980s. When the Redcliffe Peninsula & Districts branch of S.G.A.P. was formed in 
October 1973, a much younger John Birbeck was the founding chairman, and worked at that 
time at the Save the Trees Nursery at Zillmere. A member of S.G.A.P. and of the 
Wildlife Preservation Society of Qld., he volunteers for weeding and planting at the 
Wildlife Land Fund property at Witta, near Maleny. He is what I consider a "true 
greenie", who thinks and acts sensibly and successfully, and I have always had a lot 
of time for him. He contacted me recently about this latest Council land purchase, 
and.suggested that our Study Gmup might like to visit the area and compile a plant 
list. If the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland S.G.A.P. was interested, our 2 groups 
might be able to make a combined outing. The vegetation is probably similar to that 
of the Beerwah Scientific Area 1, which is to the south of the area. The terrain is 
also likely to be the same, so it could be wet underfoot, and it would be advisable to 
wear footwear that can get wet. So, on that Sunday, bring morning tea and lunch (or 
you can be tempted by the Landsborough Bakery - good stuff there), and be at the park 
around 9.00a.m. It could be' an interesting "exploration & discovery". 

As most of the Study Group's local members know, we try to have a monthly bush outing 
to a place with wildflowers preferably of the Wallum heath variety. If distance or 
family commitments prevent your attendance, I understand and then try to provide some 
information about the outings in the newsletters. Sometimes though, time and space 
run short and I don't always manage to include some of the items I would like to. 
On our outings we usually meet at a designated place between 9 & 9.30a.m., to have 
morning tea and get organised (hard for me to do). I do like us to be able to relax 
together after the bush walk, over lunch, either at the bushland site, a nearby eatery 
or a member's garden. If members have to leave, so be it, no offence is taken. 



F So bring morning tea & lunch plus thermos/water/whatever, and a 
chair. As the coast is noted for its mossies, and with the rain 
we've had, insect repellent could be useful, plus hat & sunscreen. 
Wear comfortable clothes, preferably long pants as Wallum plants 
include a lot of "scratchies". You don't need climbing boots, 
but with the water we could face at present, don't wear your 
best sneakers. Bring notebook & pen, any of the reference books 
we now have, depending on how much knowledge (weight) you can 
carry - "Mangroves to Mountains" is a wonderful reference, but ' " 

heavy. You'll need binoculars if you are a birdoe, and camera 
for photographs. As leader, I am responsible for the group, so 
although I and my 20 year-old Camry wagon might be able to manage 
the odd rough track, I won't take you over bad potholes and FVaIlwn h n - s r o w d  fro-fret 

Lrplospcrmum liunsidgci 
puddles, so sometimes we'll have to do some walking. By the 
same token, I'm no mountain climber, so you'll usually be on fairly level safe tracks. 
So much for some general info. on outings, and the programme till May. 

June could find us visiting the Beerwah Scientific Area 1, or Saddleback Mountain, 
north of Caboolture. We might have the Bribie Island Wallum Day in July, while in 
August we'll have our outing early in the month to check our walk for the Sunshine 
Coast Wildflower Festival. The choice will be between Beerburrum or Beerwah, and 
will have to be decided some time earlier. September will be a busy month, with our 
S.G.A.P. Qld. Flower Show at Mt. Coot-tha, and the 50th Anniversary of the Wildlife 
Preservation Society of Qld, to which several of us belong. These two events might 
be our focus that month, remembering that one of the 4 founders of W.P.S.Q. was the 
late Kathleen McArthur, who was also very dedicated to the conservation of the 
Sunshine Coast and its Wallum. I thought I might provide a small pictorial display 
by our Study Group at the Flower Show. 
October and November are far away as yet, and will be getting back to warmer weather. 
If, you have any ideas/suggestions on anything, please tell me - bring a note or two 
to an outing. The activity programme for the June Bulletin (June, July and August) 
is complete except for a decision for June, so we only need ideas for October and 
November. 

In August (I think) 2013, S.G.A.P. Qld. Region will host the A.N.P.S.A. Conference 
and tours, with the base at Alexandra Headland on the Sunshine Coast. To date I've 
been told that there will be 2 walks in Currimundi Lake (Kathleen McArthur) Conservation 
Park, and members of our Study Group will probably be needed as guides. I am also 
hoping that the Sunshine Coast & Hinterland branch of W.P.S.Q. (Jill Chamberlain and 
Co.) will be invited to assist, with their extensive knowledge and the connection with 
Kathleen McArthur. 1'11 try to keep you informed, but watch the Bulletin for news. 

Enough of the future and back to 2011, and what we did between August and November. 
First of all, my sincere thanks to Shirley Flinn and other members who checked out the 
Beerburrum walk track while I was away up north seeing some other vegetation. Geoff 

.; and I travelled to his brother's cattle property between Charters Towers and Towns- k ville in early August to join with a large crowd of family, friends and neighbours celebrating Ern's 70th birthday. After almost 3 days via Nanango, Gayndah, Biloela, 
(camping o/n at Dululu west of Gladstone at a very basic campsite with no showers), 
Emerald, Clermont, (camping again at Belyando Crossing with facilities this time), 
and a look & lunch at Charters Towers, I had 5 days at the property before returning 
home to Caboolture on the Sunlander from Townsville. The northern boundary of the 
property is the Burdekin River, of which I got an excellent view from a mustering 
helicopter on the Sunday morning after the party. The young fellow who helps with the 
mustering gave us rides, and Geoff's nephew was insistent that "Auntie" had a ride. 
From the little doorless "bubble" there were fantastic views of the houses and sheds, 
the river and the countryside. I loved it! The enjoyment of that ride strengthened 
a dream I've had for some years now - a helicopter ride from Redcliffe to Caloundra 
over all that coastal bushland and Wallum heaths through which I've rambled for the 
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past 30 or so years - the Glass House Mountains, Bribie Island and Pumicestone Passage.. 
When I told my grown-up grandchildren they could save up and give me the ride as a -. E= i 

present, 29 year-old grandson looked at me and said "I wouldn't go up in one of those 
things, they fall out of the sky". I excused his lack of enthusiasm as this was only 
a few weeks after 3 ABC staff had their helicopter do just that in Central Australia. 
But I still want that ride! If I can't get to Scotland, that would be a good second 
choice. I enjoyed seeing new country beyond Emerald, and the 2 camp-outs, sleeping 
on bunks under a tarp between the Ute and a couple of trees. Of course, the weather L 
was perfect, in. fact it was that for the whole 10 days I was away. We visited some I 
neighbours, did some sight-seeing, and I managed to get my sightdcamera lens and 
hands on some of the local native plants. It was frustrating, though, travelling at w 

100 ks. most of the way, and only stopping once to look at the roadside plants. All 
the way, the Acacias were bursting into bloom, and were even better when Geoff came 
back a few days after I did, by the highways inland. Interesting plants included two 
Grevilleas - Grev. glauca or Bushman's Clothes Pegs and Grev. parallels whose cream 
flowers were just opening. Plentiful across the paddocks were plants of Eucalyptus - 
alba, with lovely pale cream bark which takes on shades of grey, green and a darkish 
pink we called "puce". On a later trip to "Lassie Creek", Geoff brought home two of 
this Eucalypt he dug out, for me to plant, and' one has taken offhappily here at Moore. 
There were stands of a Melaleuca species with dainty cream brushes, but there wasn't 
enough time to do a lot of botanising. The Eucalyptus alba bark is usually almost 
white, the colours seem to appear when the bark is being shed. Between the house and 
the big shed, right in the middle of the traffic "zone" is a single plant which somehow 
survives all the action. It came into flower while we were there, with beautiful soft 
coral blooms, and which I recogni,zed as Bombax ceiba - there is a picture & description- - 
in "Keith Williams Volume l."j and I've seen in befor- in the Kershaw Botanical Gardens , . 
at Rockhampton. While the flowers are just gorgeous, it is definitely not a tree you 
would hug - nasty conical thorns on its trunk. 
Another fascinating sight as we drove one of the roads near the property, was the 
incredible number of upright anthills - I did hear a whimsical remark that they are 
marking indigenous graves! Too many for that. Anyway, that's enough about my travels ' 
last August, the trip showed me a bit more of Queensland. 

When Shirley and Co. checked out the Beerburrum track for the Wildflower Festival walk, 
they added a few names to our earlier list, and found the correct name for a little P 
plant on the edge of a tiny "watercourse". I suspect that the enormous rains of late 
2010 and early 2011 have been responsible for the appearance of some new plants, to - 
us at least, and have triggered the flowering of others which we've not seen before. 
On the day of the Festival walk we guided a small group along the lower track where 
there were more flowers to be seen. In fact, there was so much to look at that we 
didn't do the complete track. Local botanical artist Jane Thompson gave her talk on 

:: how to draw flowers, and also led some of the walkers in one little RrouD. which moved - A .  

.faster and went further . P u l  tenaeas my rtoides and villosa were plentiful, Comesperma 
hispidulum and Westringia eremicola added contrast with their shades of pink & mauve, ,' 

while the lovely golden Banksia spintrlosa provided their usual show. The rare Hop Rush u 
- 

Uodonaea r-upi.cola grows here along with Seringia (Keraudrenia) hillii and a couple of - - 
Leptospermums and other plants, different species to their "relatives" 
in the coastal heaths. A colour brochure designed by Jane Thompson sun Orchid has proved its use on our walks, but sadly, there will be no more 
output from Jane. With husband Bill, she moved to Western Australia 
after New Year, having suffered several years of frustration and 
trauma following resumption of the front section of their property 
on Steve Irwin Way (Glass House Mountains Road). They were heavily 
involved in environmental issues in the region, mainly caused by 
plans to realign the rail-line so the Tilt Train can go faster on 
a line with no curves! We have only been working with Jane for the 
past few years on the wildflowers of the Glass House Mountains 
region, and will miss being able to combine our knowledge with hers. 
As I have known her and Bill for near 30 years, I will also miss 
her friendship. Of course, we will continue to look at tha+rea. 



While Patersonia sericea is common in most wildflower habitats 
all over the place, back in our coastal hills we find its "relative" 
Patersonia glabrata. The main differences, to me anyway, are three, 
the calyx being smooth and light brown, the flowers a paler colour, 
and the leaves don't grow straight out of the ground, but tend to 
break out into a "fan" a little way up the stem. Isn't that just a 
wonderful botanical description? I hope it helps you to identify it. -/- 

It is mainly P. glabrata we see on the Beerburrum track, and the 
flowers were there last August. 
Well, the Wildflower Festival covered the last two weeks of August, 
and to attend the other 2 walks I'd offered, I took a few days "holiday" 
on the Sunshine Coast. For the walk south of Jhu Mountain near Coolum Pafersoniasericea 
Beach, I'd asked for help from Coolum District Coastcare (of which I'm an Honorary 
member), but I had chosen their regular weeding day, so had to do the walk on my own. 
Next year, 1'11 plan a bit better. One of the features of this area is the presence 
of a number of beautiful Eucalyptus bancroftii/Bancroftfs Red Gum or Tumbledown Gum, 
and due perhaps to some of the winds off the sea, some of the trees have assumed 
wonderful shapes. Some of you might remember seeing this Eucalypt at Sandstone Point 
or Freshwater Nat. Park at Deception Bay. Here I must apologise for not giving credit 
where it is due to Michael Gilles from the Sunshine Coast Council who also did this 
walk with me, sharing his knowledge. 
Very early in September, on Friday 2nd, Betty Sykes and I were to guide a walk along 
the eastern side of Emu Swamp at the foot of the house-covered dunes of Peregian Beach. 
However, a fire in the area 2 weeks before changed our plans, and we were able to have 
activity which we were unable to include in 2010 - a liLtle Wallulu patch in Keith 
Royal Park at Mudjimba, near Betty's home. This Park adjoins the Sunshine Coast Airport 
and is otherwise surrounded by suburbia and well used for a variety of activities, 
The little Wallum area is in the south-west corner of the Park. with backvards on its 
south, and what I call a "mini-forest" of mature Melaleuca quinquenervia with fern and 
small shrubs understorey, separating it from the rest of the Park. A 2m. wire fence 
gives a clear view of the planes coming & going, so children come here frequently. 
But regular mowing of the grass also trims off any wildflowers, of which there can be 
quite a few, similar to those growing just the other side of the fence, inside the 
Airport. Several metres from the fence is a "row" of about 5 or 6 small Melaleuca 
quinquenervia at whose bases there are Wallum plants which manage to escape the mower. 
However, Betty has for some time felt that there was a case for having this corner shut 
off with bollards, not to prevent people access, but to keep out the mowers. As far 
as I was concerned, I didn't think she had a hope of getting the Council on side, but 
never underestimate the determination of a dedicated conservationist and lover of the 
Wallum in the 80+ age group. We had our Festival activity, with only a few comers, 
but the flowers were brilliant, if not a lot. On the edge of the "mini-forest" was 
the most beautiful Pultenaea myrtoides I have ever seen, the flowers were perfection, 
and out beyond the little corner, across what could be a rather wet place with rain, 
on that unique peaty sand, were dozens & dozens of green Drosera spathulata/Sundews. 
It was a photographer's dream - and, no, there were no Utricularias, sorry. 
At the base of the little Melaleucas we found Epacris pulchella, Philotheca queensland- 
ica, Dillwynia floribunda, Patersonia sericea and more, including some mysterious stems - 
with buds and a couple of fleshy pointed leaves. These we couldn't identifv. so I took 
one leaf and one bud stem, to check out at home. I had an idea what we had-found, and 
with the help of one particular book, was sure I could give it a name. Returning to the 
Coast for the 2011 Conservation Forum two weeks later, I visited-the Park, but the 
Council mower had beaten me - no clump of leaves and stems, but closer to the trunk of 
the tree, I found a flower of a ground orchid which I've seen at several coastal places. 
Meanwhile, Betty had also had it identified, even got into the local papers, and has 
succeeded in getting the little Wallum corner protected by a row of bollards. And 
what was the orchid - Cryptostyiis erecta or Bonnet Orchid. Around 10 years ago, I 
saw this orchid at Tin Can Bay in a similar situation - with other vegetation at the 
base of a Melaleuca quinquenervia, so this is probably a favoured place for it in our 
coastal Wallum. From a Qld. Herbarium botanist came the information that this orchid 



occurs in a variety of habitats from coastal to montane. But its discovery 
has resulted in a corner of Keith Royal Park at Mudjimba becoming a little 
patch of Wallum for the people to see and learn from. 
And that was August into September 2011. 

Our September destination was the corner of Raaen & Chambers Roads, D'Aguilar, 
to see what is happening as development creeps closer. We felt shock and 
dismay at the sight that greeted us - one corner of natural bushland looked 
as if it had experienced a hazard-reduction burn, so there wasn't much to see 
there. Across Chambers Road, pine forest had been cleared for a little way, 
and across another forest track, clearing extended in the distance, possibly 
all the way towards the back of Woodford, through Forestry. So we sat in the 
shade, had morning tea and recovered, then wandered under the pines where, 
among the fallenneedles we found Hovea acutifolia, Biilardiera scandens, 
Dianellas and Lomandras, and other bits & vieces. Our rambling took us on - 
to a rough track parallel to Raaen Road, where we made a discovery! The day- 
wasn't a total loss, after all. These mystery plants had fleshy stems to 
around 40cm., not many leaves and very new buds, which didn't give us much - -  
of a clue as to the plants' identity. So I collected a piece of plant with 
a bit of root with 3 stems attached, to take home and examine along with my 
reference books. There weren't many other flowers to be seen, so we had our 
lunch, and left for home. I gently pressed my specimen, after trying to I.D. 
it, then other things took over, and I didn't look at it for a few weeks. 
What a surprise, in between 2 sheets of paper, this plant had stayed alive 
and flowers had opened, allowing me to I.D. it at once. The flowers were a - 
much paler blue than normal, though they sometimes are a pale blue, but it - -  
was certainly Lobelia gibbosa, illustrated in "Mangroves to Mountains" on 

- 

Page 166, top left-hand corner. We've seen it before, near Caves Road south 
of Mt. Tibrogargan, and it grows on Geoff's property on the slope of Mt. 
Kobble. Many years ago, he found plants in flower, white, pale & deep blue,, 
over on the Mountain, brought them home and planted them for me, but they . - -- 

objected to the move, and never grew. The description in "M. to M." of the 
habitat, is "spot-on", but the plants obviously vary in height, so watch for 
them on gravelly hillsides in Eucalypt forest. 

We've been studying Wallum for just over 19 years now, we've lost more than 
-% !I 

half of our "hunting grounds" in south-east Queensland, and I must confess 
that we now include coastal Eucalyptus Iorest with flowering understorey, 
but we continue to discover plants which are new to us. Some are often 
just different forms, sizes or colours of species we already know, but there 
is always something to keep us interested and excited. Then from time to 
time we get a new member, and we have to sharpen up so we can pass on the 
knowledge we have acquired. When I think of it being nearly 20.years since 
since I started this Study Group, I realise that we are all 20 years older. 

years the traffic on our roads has increased immensely, and some of the 

1 
No wonder we don't want to go too far afield on our Sunday rambles, over 20 

pleasure has gone out of driving. I suspect that in some parts of A.N.P.S.A. 
there is a mindset that we are fixed in south-east Queensland. Granted, all ' 
our members except for 2 in New South Wales and 1 in Canberra, are between 
the Qld ./N.s .w. border in the south and Bundaberg to the north, and not very 
far west. Well, I suppose the name "Wallum" is the first thing you see in 
the title, and the leader - yourstruly - lives approximately midway, but I 
had hoped that the inclusion of "coastal heathland" would have attracted 
more interstate interest. Perhaps because I'm not very technical in this 
very high-tec world of today, I am a bit too casual? and don't meet the 
technical needs of some people. However, there is a good range of members 
who seem to be happy with what we do. Many of us, myself included, have more 
to do than we have time to do it, and getting older doesn't help. For now 
all I can do is to continue as we are, as there could come a time, when, like 
some other Study Croup leaders have done, I'll close the Study Group down. 
Till then, we'll continue to ramble on, with reports on October & November. 

- i 



Rambling away and I almost forgot about our October & November outings in 2011. 
It was Freshwater National Park, Deception Bay in October, with the weather getting 
warmer and not many flowers. Goodenia bellidifolia wasn't to be missed with its 
little yellow 2-up and 3-down petal arrangement, and there was some more yellow in 
a few Hibbertia vestita. But Grevillea leiophylla, one of this Park's signature 
species had done with flowering and was on holiday. This woodland is a lovely place - - 
which doesn't get the attention it deserves at the right time of year. 
Our final for the year was a visit to the Deagon Wetlands, where there are a few 
Wallum plants. Lovely red brushes of Melaleuca pachyphylla (I still like Callistemon 
jiachyphyllus) were here and there, about the only flowers to be seen. A couple of 
people searched in vain for the resident Xanthorrhoea macronema (we think it is), so 
I tried again, as this plant always seems to be invisible. This time I was successful 
in finding it very easily, with ~gkea f lorulenta to its left , and Melaleuca pachyphylla 
at its right. We ended this day with lunch and a lot of "yabba" back at Pat Barry's 
home and garden, which is always a delight to visit. Thank you, Pat, for your 
hospitality once again. 

Overall, 2011 was a fairly good year, small attendances at most outings, with our 
intentions to STUDY - LEARN - TEACH - RECORD being met most of the time. There 
are actually more places we can visit than available months in the year, in spite of 
all the lost Wallum. We are saddened over areas lost, worry about those threatened, 
but we delight in seeing the various displays along the tracks we explore, and enjoy 
those unexpected finds which make us extend our brains as we try to identify them. 
We even learned a couple of new names during the year, and I hope that 2012 gives us 
more surprises and pleasures. For me personally, it was a better year than the 
previous one, and I just hope things remain the same or even improve a little. 

How are we going with cultivation of Wallum plants? I think it remains a bit difficult 
and I still stand by my opinion that the Wallum flowers are telling us that they are 
quite happy in their nutrient-poor soils with those cooling salt-laden sea breezes, 
and they'd just like us to come and visit, and enjoy them in their natural state. 
However, some of their visitors have nasty intentions, unfortunately, and we've lost 
some wonderful places. When I was on the Coast in August & September 2011, I went 
to the Coolum Community Native Nursery where Coolum District Coastcare volunteers 
propagate and grow the plants from seed and cuttings they collect. Plants are then 
for sale to anyone who wants to grow them. I couldn't resist a few purchases, and 
came home with about a dozen. There have been a couple of losses, with Dampiera 
stricta (it is not sylvestris, after all) flowering then succumbing to ant-assisted 
scale attack. I had it in a large pot, along with Podolobium (Oxylobium) robustum 
which is doing well so far. Into Moore's mucky dirt went 2 Melaleuca pachyphylla, 
Acacias hubbardiana and suaveolens (this grows as far south as Tasmania), Hakeas 
actites (already a success here) and florulenta, 2 Melaleuca nodosa (this species 
grows further west around Chinchilla), and some Lomandras. Plants mentioned in the 
last newsletter are still alive and well. Although Hardenbergia violacea is not a 
Wallum species, I'm having some success with them here. I bought a good-sized plant 

about a year ago, in flower, and put it into a large pot, where 
@igfJer @ W e r  it really took off, and is now climbing up into a Phyllanthus 

bush which the Pale-headed Rosellas visit for the little fruits. 
I'm presently waiting for it to flower again. Meanwhile, in some 
soil which Geoff brought from Kobble, a seed?.ing emerged only a couple 
of months ago. From a small piece of weldmesh it is now twining its 
way up a piece 3m. x lm., and flowering. I am just amazed. 
The "Pot Shed" nursery at Kilcoy is closing down, with a 50% off sale, 
so I wandered in last Saturday to see if I could find anything. In 
a shiny black pot was a well-sized Hardenbergia violas, which 
came home with me. All three have different foliage, which is inter- 
esting, as I said earlier, a plant species can have a variety of 
foliage, form and colour. 
If you would like to visit the Coolum Community Native Nursery, it 
is at 23 Warran Road, Yaroomba, just south of Coolum Reach, and 



directry beside Hyatt Coolum, who actually leases out the land on which the Nursery 
is established. It opens Tuesday - Friday 7.30a.m. to 3.30p.m. and Saturday 8.30a.m. 
to 12.30p.m., phone (07) 54739322. I trust that you will be as impressed as I was, 
at the Nursery itself, and the plants. There is one thing I would like to know, 
however, and that is the survival rate of the purchased plants in their new gardens. 
I am considering the preparation of a survey under the Study Group's name, to give 
to Jake Hazzard, who is in charge. The success or otherwise of Wallum plants after 
they have been planted in a home garden is important for the general reputation of 
our Australian native plants. 
If you have been to the Sunshine Coast and have a bit of time to spare on the way, 
you might like to make a detour off the Motorway on to the Kawana Way at Sippy Downs 
UBD Refidex Sunshine Coast Map 79 Ref. G 16, and have a look at the "Brightwater" 
development. It is bounded by the Sunshine Motorway, the Mooloolah River and Kawana 
Way, and when the area was examined, several rarelvulnerable Wallum species were 
found. Boronia rivularis, Acacias baueri and attenuata were the most significant, 
and with the involvement of the Sunshine Coast University and other environmental 
concerns, large numbers of Wallum plants were relocated to the University property. 
In addition to "saving" plants, studies are proceeding into the interaction between 
relocation and genetics (and a lot of other technology which is over my head). I 
was able to obtain a paper dealing with the above, and have seen the University site 
of relocation, and taken photographs of that and parts of the development - that was 
a year ago, and a glimpse in passing last September just showed that more houses have 
been built. It is one of these modern, dense housing estates, with a lake, probably 
designed to remodel any wetlands. The Kawana Way separates "Brightwater" from the 
Mooloolah River National Park, too close for my liking, but what can I say? 
Another natural coastal area lnst forever .  Hnwever? I notired nne Wallinn sper ie s  
which seems to be successful in landscaping and along roadways - Banksia robur. 
I've seen it being used in quite a few places. 

Some time ago, on a visit to Bribie Island, a former Study Group member gave me a 
number of plants which he had potted up. Several lived for a few years, then gave 
up on me, and with a sometimes busy life, I didn't keep a good record of what lived 
and what died. A couple of the ~ o t s  came to Moore with me around 2006, lingered on 
as long as I was careful to use thnk not bore water on them. The last one to go, I 
thought, was a Leucopogon, but I hadn't got around to doing anything about the pot 
of Wallum sand, now also housing some exotic crocuses. Yesterday, I was amazed to 
find some new shoots emerging from the sand, obviously from the woody lignotuber = 
still there. It will be interesting to see if the plant does recover. It shows that 
we sho1:ldn1t give up hope, instead just ignore the apparently dead plant in its pot. 

Barry Jahnke is Qld. S.G.A.P. Vice-President, but has also had the unenviable task 
of being Acting President this past year. I speak to him occasionally, but last week 
received copies of two Courier-Mail cartoons by McCrae and Ian Gall from 1972 and 
1966. They are somewhat relevant to the present time, and I've included them in the 
newsletter althougf?%snlt exactly Wallum. I hope you see the ironic humour in them 
and have a laugh, as I did. As Barry said - "Times don't change". . ,. 

Drawings in this newsletter include Murdannia graminea, 
which continues to thrive here in the paddocks, if there is 
a bit of rain, and no mowers or cows to trim them down; 
Boronia falcifolia, which I've loved for around 62 years since 
I first saw it as a schoolkid on Bribie Island: Le~tos~ermum 
liversidgei, which has lemon-scented foliage and either white or 
pink flowers; Thelymitra pauciflora, Blue Sun Orchid, a clump of 
which ended up covered by blue houses in "Town of Seaside. Marcoola: , - 

Patersonia scifcea, the Native Iris we all know so well; .~t~lidium- %. 

gramin i fo l ium,  the dainty pink Trigger Flower with its unique 
pollinatioitechnique ; seed pods of Hakea actites , the Wallum 
Hakea with softly spiky foliage and tiny white flowers. 

See you in the Wallum in 2012, 





I 'I understand all Lis  mining is  necessary lo maintain our 
standard of living.'" 

1 

I "Here's o beaut  patch tha t  hasn't even been touched - let's gel into 'em!" 1 


